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I.

Introductory remark s

The survey of which the basic outcomes are presented here, was conducted in Japan
between September and November 1991 in co-operation with Takekazu Ehara, profes
sor of Kyoto University, department of education. I stayed in Japan as a guest-researcher
of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, invited by Mr. Ehara. During my
stay in Japan I conducted intensive interviews at 15 universities and three research insti
tutes,' prepared a questionnaire, and sent it to 169 professors, assistant professors and
lecturers at various universities.
. The basic design of the survey was to [md out about the attitudes of Japanese higher
education teachers (professors, assistant professors and lecturers) towards their material
and non-material work conditions and about their views on some acute problems and
strategies in the face of present changes. Despite a high return rate of 64 per cent, the
figure ·of the sampie is, of course, too small to be a representative survey in a strict
sense, rather it has the character of a pilot study. However, I inc1uded in my survey vari
ous departments ranging from literature to technology (but exc1uding medical schools)
and higher education institutions of different types, metropolitan and local, private,
national and other public as well as junior colleges (tanki daigaku). A larger part of the
questionnaires (28%) was distributed inside Kyoto University; so this type of a prestig
ious (formerly "imperial") national university is somewhat over represented, on the
other hand it was thus possible to contrast this type with the higher education sector as a
whole.
As for the general context of the questionnaire I received some inspiration from a pro
ject that was initially undertaken by Manuel Crespo, professor at Montreal University.
He examined tb.e effects of austerity policy on Canada's universities in the early eighties
and he became interested in comparing this question with some more countries1• He
initiated and supervised a follow-up research in which a survey was undertaken in
France and in Germany . 2 The project was for the largest part financed by the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and, as far as the German survey
is coIicerned, also partly by the Deutsches Institut für Internationale Pädagogische
Forschung (DIPp). The German part (adoption of the questionnaire, interviews, pre-tests
and conducting the survey and publishing a [mal report) was done by me and my col
league at the DIPF, Dr. Manfred Weiß. Both, analysis and comparison of the French and
the German surveys are planed to be published in a book. Although my Japanese survey
is distinct in some parts and above all in size - the German questionnaire was send to
more than 2.500 professors, the French one to more than 5.000 professors (with a return
rate of some 22% in both cases) -- the general aim and the global structuring in 4 main
sections dealing with basic information on the sampie, work conditions, work satisfac
tion and further prospects, are the same. In the following presentation I restrict myself
. nternational
1 Manuel Crespo: The Management of Austerity in Higher Education: An I
parison.In: Higher Education, 1989, p. 373-395.
2 Botho von Kopp, Manfred Weiß: Der "Arbeitsplatz Universität" und die Zukunft der Hoch
schulen aus der Sicht von Hochschullehrern. Eine Internationale Vergleichsuntersuchung.
Erster Ergebnisbericht. Frankfurt: DeutschesInstitut fürInternational� Pädagogische Forschung
1993, and:
Marie-Fran�oise Fave-Bonnet: . L�opinion des enseignants-chercheurs sur les evolutions
actuelles de lLJniversite.In: Savoir, 1992, No. 1 (Jan.-March), p. 9 - 18·and Ibid. 1992, No. 2
(April-June), p. 161 - 170.
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to the description of the Japanese project, in the summary however, I should like to
mention some similar outcomes from the Japanese and the German surveys.
I take here the opportunity to thank especially Mr. Takekazu Ehara, because without his
competence, understanding and help this project could have never been realised. I also
thank all those who kindly devoted their time for my interviews and, in addition con
sented to hand over questionnaires to colleagues at their university and all those who
answered the questionnaire and last but not least Mr. Atsuo Fujimto who translated my
draft questionnaire into Japanese. I also should like to thank Mrs. Hatsuyo Nambu who
helped to copy and to mail the questionnaires and Mrs. Natasa von Kopp who assisted
meby making a fIrst evaluation of the outcomes that became the basis for a conference
presentation and an artic1e3• I am further grateful to the staff of the DIPF�s statistics
division, namely Mr. A. Rieder, who supervised and Mr. R. Ciompa and Mr. W.
Zinsmeister who carried out the computing as weIl as Mrs. I. Firlus and Mrs. J.
Neumann who typed the data into the computer - which all was certainly not facilitated
by the fact that the questionnaire was in Japanese.
.

3 Botho von Kopp: The japanese university in a changing context: more market or more
regulation? Presented at the vm World Congress of Comparative Education Prague, July 1992
and published in: W. Wolfgang Mitter, Ulrich Schäfer (eds.): Bildung und Erziehung im
UmbruchlUpheavel and Change in Education. Frankfurt, 1993, S. 85-98.
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ll.

Basic information on the survey and the sampie

II.I.

The questionnaire was send to 169 persons (among those: 48 in Kyoto University Kyodai and 41 to members of an academic - Society for Democratic Education and the
rest of 80 questionnaires was send to 14 persons I had interviewed before and had asked
to distribute the questionnaire to some colleagues at their universities). The return-rate is
62,72% = 106 questionnaires (25 from Kyoto University).
lI.lI.
Questions and answers relate to the time span of academic year 1990/9 1
lI.rn
If not mentioned otherwise, all percentages refer to the sum of persons who answered
the corresponding question ("valid cases").
lI.IV.
I use the term "professors" in the sense of regular academic teaching staff (that is ex
cluding external and part-time staff) in different types of Japanese higher educational
institutions: university (daigaku) and junior college (tanki daigaku). In case that I want
to distinguish between the categories of teachers, I refer to "full professors" (kyouju),
"assistant professors" Gokyouju) and "lecturers" (koushi)
lI.V.
In Japan the organizational subdivision of higher education institutions is diversified in
structure and in terminology. In most cases there are in universities "gakubu" which in
the British system would be "college" and in the American system "department", in
Germany is "faculty" or corresponds in the new system to "Fachbereich". However, I am
not sure about the next lower levels and propose to translate "kenkyuushitsu" as
. "institute".
lI.VI.
The total distribution of all three categories of higher education teachers of the sampie
was: full professors: 57,3%, assistant professors 32% and lecturers 10,7%.
lI.VII.
There is a great variety of institutions if one distinguishes between junior colleges and
universities, public and private and if one takes into consideration the owner of public
institutions (Iocal, prefectural, national authorities). Since the overall sampie was too
small in order to make sensible distinctions between all these categories, the main dis
tinctions I refer to, usually are between national and private universities. In case it might
make sense to contrast the whole public with the whole private sector. Also I occa
sionally make a distinction between "fulI" private universities, that is such, offering
graduate studies, either only "master courses" or both, "master" and "doctor courses" (all
national universities offer graduate studies) and universities without graduate studies. If
not otherwise mentioned and specified, I speak in this study of "universities" meaning
all types of 4-year institutions (daigaku) on the one hand and junior colleges (tanki
daigagku) on the other hand. To both I refer to as "higher educational institutions" re
spectively "institutions": Since the number of respondents from junior colleges is low in
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my sampie, I could not treat this group distinctly. Junior colleges are called "tanki
daigaku" in Japanese, which literally means "little university", but these institutions are
not universities in a strict sense. Originally they offered a great variety of courses and
attracted about the half of their students among men. This has changed dramatically and

1955 and 1991 the share of fe
male students in junior colleges increased from 54% to 9 1 ,6%.
Since a significant part of the sampie (23,6%) was professors of Kyoto University
(which stands for the type of a highly prestigious national university), I occasionally re
presently junior colleges attract young woman: between

fer especially to that institution.
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ill. Outcomes of the survey

1

Questions on personal data in the context of tbe
present (former) university

1.1

Basic data

1.1.1: Age
The average age of the respondents was 50 years. The range of age was between 3 1 and
7 1 years. The distribution was quite regular having 35 single age positions in the cited
range, 20,9% of the total were up to 40 years old, 47,6% were up to 50 years old 3 1 %
were between 50 and 60 years old, only 9% were older than 60 years.

1.1.2: Sex
Table 1.1: Sex ofthe sampie (percentage)

I

male
female

94,3
5,7

1.1.3: Present position (full professor, assistant professor, lecturer)
Table 1.2: Position ofthe sampie (percentage)

fun professors
assistant professors
lecturers

Table 1.3:

.

57,3%
32%
1 1 ,8%

Position and sex ofthe sample*

-+ position
�
male
female
* 2 frequency missing

fun professors
(kyoiu)
56
3

assistant professors
(iokyoiu)
32
1

lecturers
(koshi)
11
2

In fact the actual distribution of academic and teacher positions in the Japanese higher
education system is similar: Fun professors come up to 48,3%, assistant professors to
32, 1 % and lecturers to 19,6%, that is, fun professors are somewhat over represented,
and on the other hand lecturers are somewhat underrepresented As could be expected,
the figure of women is very low (6 that is 5,8% of the total sampie), three of them are
fun professors (5, 1 % of all fun professors). This is fairly similar to the share of female
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full professors in Japanese universities (5,0%). However, the total share of woman
teachers of an three categories together - full professors, assistant professors and lec
turers - in Japanese higher education as a whole is 11,9% (7,22% in the university
sector and as much as 34,5% in the junior college sector).

Table 1.4:

Position and sex in the higher educational system:
universities only (1990)

assistant professor
full professor
(kyoju)
Gokyoju)
32,0%
total
49,1%
8,04%
female
5,0%
source: mombu sokei yoran, heisei 3 nen, p.84-85

-+ position

Table 1.5:

lecturer
(koshi)
18,2%
11,8%

Position and sex in the higher educational system: universities
andjunior colleges together (1990)*

assistant professor
full professor
Ciokyqju)
(kyoju)
32,1%
total
48,3%
13,0%
female
8,0%
source: mombu sokei yoran, heisei 3 nen, p.84-85
* exc1uding part-time and external teachers

lecturer
(koshi)
19,6%
19,5%

-+ position

1.1.4: Type of university (national, local, private, public)
Table 1.6:

Types ofinstitutions ofthe sampie.*

+ type of institution
national universities
private universities:
- with graduate schools
- without graduate schools
privatejunior colleges
Prefectural universities:
- with graduate schools
- without graduate schools
Prefecturaljunior colleges

frequency of
respondents
60
24
8
8
3
1
1

frequency missing: 1

57,1% of the respondents are employed at national universities, 30,5% are from private
universities (22,8% from "full universities" offering graduate studies in master and
doctoral courses, 7,6% from private universities without such graduate courses); the rest
is from other institutions listed in table 1.6.
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As for the types of institutions, teachers from national universities are somewhat over
represented in my study, where they come up to 57,1%. In reality only 34,9% of all
professors are empIoyed at national universities (but 40,8% in the university sector
alone against only 5,6% of all junior college teachers). Still, a much sharper contrast is
to be found if one compares the figures of institutions instead of the number of em
pIoyed: only 19,4% of all higher educational institutions are national universities. The
disparities show by the way, that the national universities are much better equipped with
highly qu-alified
categories in my sampie are teachers from private universities, followed by some teach
ers from private junior colleges, and, Iess numerous, from prefectural Universities and
from one prefectural junior college.

Table 1. 7:

Types 0/ higher educatioll illstitutiollS. Differences ill the
llumbers O}illStitutiOllS, studellts alld teachers (1988)

a) Distribution: Institutions

national
private
Iocal*

universities
19,4%
72,9%
7,8%

junior colleges
7,0%
83,5%
9,5%

b) Distribution: Students

national
private
Iocal*

universities
24,6%
72,4%
3,0%

junior colleges
4,2%
90,9%
4,9%

c)Distribution: Faculty members

universities
national
44,5%
private
50,2%
Iocal*
5,3%
Mombusho: education in Japan 1989, p. 22
* Iocal and prefectural

junior colleges
6,5%
83,2%
10,3%

As was mentioned already, the national universities are strongly over represented in my
sampie. Though, the comparison between the tables 1.7.a) - c) shows that breaking
down the university sector in terms of institutions, national universities make only
19,4% of the whole, but in terms of the university teachers the sha.re of the national
sector is 44,5%.
cross calculation: position by type of higher educational institution:
The majority of the full professors (50,8%) of the sampie is employed in the national
universities, the second largest number is empIoyed in the private universities: 28,81%;
More than two thirds of the assistant professors comes from the national universities
(75,75%), most lecturers (60%) from private colleges and universities.
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1.2

Career mobility

It

is common knowledge that mobility in the Japanese higher education system is low.
Changing the institution is restricted and unusual as far as the level of undergraduate
studies is concerned, but it is also not very common among students in master or doc.;.
torate courses to change the university. As far as the university teachers are concerned,
not much respective data seems to be available, but the hypotheses to this question were
that mobility would be rather low. The outcomes do not support this interpretation
necessarily, they should, however, be compared with other surveys and with corre
sponding international figures: 3,9% of the respondents remained at the same university
they studied at, 52,4% of the respondents have worked (induding the present univer
sity) at 2 universities, 29,1 % have worked in 3 institutions and the rest in 4 to 7 institu
tions.

1.3

Additional activities

The questionnaire also asked, if the respondents had ever done (or are doing at present)
a secondary job as a part-time lecturer at another (as a rule: a private) university or jun
ior college, 89,4% of the respondents answered positively to this question. The variance
is between one (14,0%) and 14 universities given as a maximum (1 respondent). 14% of
the respondents had or still have a secondary job at one institution, 14% at two, three
(12,9%), four (11,5%) or five (11,5%) institutions.
A last question in this section asked about the membership in an academic organiza
non and virtually all respondents (there was no missing frequency) told that they were
members In such an organization. The variance was quite impressing, starting with
membership in just one organization (0,9%) of the respondents up to membership in 25
organizations (also 0,9%). The most often given answer was membership in 5 organi
zations - which also marks the average. 22,5% of the respondents hold or held a mana
geriaIJadministrative position in one of these organizations, 16,7% have or had such a
position in two, 15,7% in three to five organizations and 3% in 7 to 8 organizations.

1.4

Organizational units inside the university
("chair", "faculty", "department")

A certain number of public universities still adopt the traditional "chair" system, where
the chair is the basic unit of the "faculty". In this system the chair-holder has a very
powerful and independent position. In some public and most private universities, how

ever, a "department"-system is adopted. Tsukuba University is a reform type of public
university and uses new modes of structuring the single units inside the university. A
chair holder can, given some special conditions, apply for being granted the status of his
chair as an "experimental" one. This means a much better basic fmancing of the chair
and, since an experimental chair is more prestigious than an ordinary one, easier ac
cesses to additional external funding. 45% of the respondents in my survey were work
ing in an institution, which adopted the chair system. Gf them a dear majority of 72,9%
was affiliated to an "experimental chair".·
.
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1.5

Self-evaluation of own institution

Since bierarcbical relations as such and specifically the ranking of institutions is of
paramount importance in Japan and thus also in the bigher education sector, respondents
were asked tö rank their own institution offering them a choice of five levels. The posi
tion of a given institution in the ranking is mostly quite clear in the public, however the
result of a bighly complex interrelationsbip of different (objective. and subjective, prag
matic and cultural) factors and not necessarily fixed for all times.
Table 1.8:

Self-evaluation of own institution

a) measured by quality ofresearch

� % of respondents

� level of self-evaluation
superior:
above average:
average:
below average:
inferior:

41,7%
25,2%
20,4%
9,7%
2,9%

b) measured by quality ofteaching

� % of respondents

� level of self-evaluation
superior:
above average:
average:
below average:
inferior:

33,9%
27,2%
23,3%
11,7%
3,9%

Evidently, there is quite a difference in the evaluation of the own institution between re
search and teaching, the latter is seen more critically especially if one looks at how
many respondents saw a superior position in tbis respect.
When cross-calculated with the position of the respondent, then there are no significant
variances. However, there are some specifics if one takes into consideration the type of
university: The self-confidence was the bighest among the members of the national uni
versities: It was mostly them 93%
who ascribed their own institution a superior
ranking in research and 91,4% in teaching, whereas only 4,6% of those who had de
clared their institution to be superior in research (5,7% in teaching) came from private
universities (table 1.9):
-

-
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Table 1.9:

Selj-evaluation:

a) quality ofresearch by type ofinstitution

superior:

- national universities

93,02%

- private universities

4,65%

above average:

- national universities

57,69%

- private universities

30,76%

- national junior college

2,32%

average:

- private universities:

47,61%

- private univ. without
graduate school

23,80%

- national univ.

19,04%

- private junior college

4,76%

- prefectural university:

4,76%

below average:

- private junior college
- private universities:

60%
10,0%

- private univ. without
graduate school

10%

- national university:

10%

inferior:

- private universities

66,6%

- private junior college

33,3%
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b) quality ofteaching by type ofuniversity

superior:

- national univ

91,42%

- private univ.

5,71%

above average:

- national univ.

64,28%

- full private univ.

21,42%

- private univ. without graduate school

10,71%

average:

- full private univ

29,16%

- national univ.

25%

- private junior college

25%

- private univ. without graduate school

12,5%

below average:

- private univ. (total)

50%

- national univ.

25%

- private junior college

16,66%

inferior:

- private univ. (total)

It

75%

is perhaps also worth noting that a c1ear majority - 87,5% - of the respondents from
the Kyoto University gave their university a superior rank in research. The other 12,5%
ascribed a rank above average. This is, however, not a surprise since Kyoto University
ranks right after the Tokyo University the number one university in Japan. It stands, to
gether with the Tokyo University and some other former "Imperial Universities" for the
top group of national respectively an public institutions and is, again together with the
Tokyo University and a handful of prestigious private universities the top seetion of the
pyramid-like ranking of the Japanese education system. Seen in this light it is remark
able - and stresses the above mentioned general trend of a more critical attitude towards
the quality of teaching - that true not many, but nevertheless some Kyoto University
members ranked their own university, as far as teaching is concerned, as "inferior" (1%),
"below average" (1,9%) or "average" (1,9%).
The respondents were also' asked, if, respectively how, this position in the ranking influ
enced in their opinion their general work conditions. As could be expected, there was
only one member of the Kyoto University who did not see any positive or very positive
interrelationship. 22,5% of the respondents saw no influence at an. 57,9% saw a posi
tive, 19,6% a negative correspondence between this rank and their personal work condi
·tions.
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2

Questions on personal work conditions in the frame of given university

2.1

Work load: weekly teaching hours

The average work load for teaching was 9,5 (course-) hours per week. A course hour
means mostly 50 minutes of c1ass in the case of a single hour lecture and 45 minutes in
the case of two-hour lectures. But as in other questions, the variance was high also in
this one. 2,9% c1aimed to have no teaching at all, one person c1aimed to have given 50
hours of teaching. Cutting off both extremes of alleged 50 hours (the second highest
answer was 24 hours) and no teaching at all respectively, then the average teaching load
was 10,7 hours per week. There were 15,4% of the respondents who had up to five
hours of weekly teaching, then four major groups of respondents who had 6, 8, 10, 12
and 14 hours respectively and 8,7% of respondents who taught more than that. The most
often given answer was 12 hours (19% of the sampie)
Table 2.1:

Teaching hours (course-lzours) per week *

hours:
1 to 5
6
8
10
12
14

up to 10
11 to 14
15 and more
* variance: 0 to 25 hours

percentage of respondents
15,4%
9,6 %
14,4 %
12,5 %
19,2 %
10,6 %
57,7%
33,6%
8,6%

As far as the distinction between lectures and seminars is concerned, there was quite an
equal distribution between a majority who gave 2 to 4 hours of each lecturing (60,7%)
and seminars (84,2%). 55,6% c1aimed teaching on the graduate level (master, doctor
course) with a majority giving 2 to 4 hours per week on this level (63,3%). Still, there
were 13,2% who gave 4 to 6 hours of graduate teaching.

2.2

Number of students attending classes

The survey asked also for the number of students in an average olass. Since Japan has a
restricted access to higher education with the ministry of education defming each year
and for each university a prescribed number of freshmen (which must be observed
within rather small limits), the assumption was that the number of students per c1ass
would be not too large and rather equally distributed over the single types of institu
tions. The answers do not necessarily refer precisely to the actual situation, but to the
quantity the professors perceived or estimated.
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Table 2.2:

Quantities 0/ students (percentage)

-+ kind of activity
. � quantity
less than 30
30 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 199
200 - 299
over 300

lectures
20,4
23,5
29,6
22,4
3,1
1,0

seminars
87,0
7,8
5,2
-

-

other
77,5
17, 5
5,0
-

As for the lectures, there are four nearly equal groups of respondents who taught from
less than 30 until up to 200 students. In seminars (laboratory training etc.), however, a
c1ear majority of the professors taught less than 30 students. In no case there were more
than 100 students.
The teacher-student relation in Japanese higher education is quite diversified. The pub
lic institutions are generally much better staffed than the private ones. But especially
among the latter, differences are great with the good private universities at least having
similar conditions like the good public universities. However, private institutions often
have a satisfactory teacher-student relation only, because they employ large numbers of
non-regular, external teachers .
Table 2.3:

Teacher-student-relation in Japanese higher education (1990)*

,,� type of institution national and other private univ. junior college
public univ.
� type of teacher
62,6
students per full
60,6
31,6
I professor
123,0
36,1
84,6
students per
assistant professor
153,0
101,4
94,6
students per
lecturer
32,1
18,0
14,3
total
Source: Mombu soukei yoran, heisei, san nen, S. 76 77 u. 84 85.
*regular full-time staff only

2.3

Working time spent for different activities

In this section professors were first asked to estimate how much time they spent for
different activities and in a second step to reflect how much time they would regard as
an optimum to be spent for the given activity.
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Table 2.4: Distribution of time (actual anti optimal) in average

� activity teaching
�·mode
30,0
actual
optimal
26,4

research
34,8
51,6

examinations administration
7,3
5,5

17,8
9,6

other
9,0
5,9

In detail there were quite great variances, therefore I should like to quote the single .
items separately:
Table 2.5: . Time for teaching seen as optimal

� frequency of answers
a) actual time b) optimal time
�percentage of time for teaching
under 10 %
10 - 20 %
21 - 30 %
31 - 40 %
41 - 50 %
over 50 %

a) actual

b) optimal

·7%
27,4%
30,4%
18,6%
9,8%
6,9%

4%
37,2%
35,3%
17,7%
5,9%
-

The larg�st group of answers claimed a share of 30 percent of the total working time
spent on teaching (24,5%), followed by 40 hours (17,6) and 20 hours (13,7).
The largest group of resporidents regarded 30 % of the total working time for teaching .
as an optimum. The second largest group was 20% (22,5% of the respondents). After.
that there followed still two larger groups who stated an optimal share of 40% (15,7% of
the respondents) and of 10 % (11,8% of the respondents).
Table 2.6:

Time for research, actual time and optimal time

� frequency of answers
a) actual time b) optimal time
�percentage of time for research
under 10 %
10 - 20 %
21 - 30 %
31 - 40 %
41 - 50 %
over 50 %

a) actual

2%
26,6%
29,5%
20,6%
9,9%
11%

b) optimal
7,9%
21,6%
39,3%
31,4%

As for the actual distribution of time spent for research, answers were quite diversified
apart from three large groups of respondents: Most of them 26,5% claimed a share of
30% of total work time spent for research, the second largest group (18,6% of the re
spondents) stated a share of 20% and 16,7% stated a share of 40%
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Virtually no one in the sample would like to spend less than at least 25% of the total
working time on research. The largest group of respondents (32,4% of the sample)
stated an optimum of 50% of the working time for research, followed by a group of
18,6% of the sample who state an optimum of 40% and a next larger group of 12,7% of
the sample with a suggested optimum of 60% of total working time for research.
Table 2.7:

Time spentfOT examinations, actual time and optimal time

0+ frequency of answers
a) actual time b) optimal time
� percentage of time
0%
1- 5%
6 - 10 %
11 - 15 %
16 - 20 %
21 - 30 %
over 30 %

a) actual

b) optimal

9,8 %
45,1 %
33,4 %
5,9 %
4,9 %
1,0 %
-

15,7 %
53,9 %
28,5 %
1%
1%
-

As could be expected, the work load for exarninations is rather unpopular with as much
as 15,7 % of the respondents claiming no exarnination time as optimal. However, the
majority of respondents seem to be realistic about this question but would somewhat re
duce this type of work.
Tablf! 2.8:

Time spentfOT administration, actual time and optimal time

0+ frequency of answers
a) actual time b) optimal time
� percentage of time for administration
0%
1- 5%
6 - 10 %
11 - 15 %
16 - 20 %
21 - 30 %
over 30 %

a) actual

b) optimal

3,9 %
9,9%
31,3%
12,8 %
15,7%
16,7%
9,9%

7,8 %
30,4 %
41,2 %
7,8 %
8,8 %
2,0 %
1%

Most respondents (28,4% of the sampie) claimed a share of 10 % of total time for ad
ministration, which seems to be reasonable. However, quite large parts of the faculty
seem to be overloaded with as much as 42,3% of the sample stating more than 15 % of
their work being spent on administration. Although some respect -- or wish -- quite
large shares for administration, the overwhelming majority of the sample see up to 10%
of time for administration as an optimum.
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Table 2.9:

Time spentfor other activities, actual time and optimal time

-+ frequency of answers
a) actuaI time b) optimal time
� perce:ntage of time for other activities
0%
1 -5%
6 - 10 %
1 1 - 15 %
16 - 20 %
21 - 30 %
over 30 %

a) actual

b) optimal

5 1 ,0 %
7,8 %
12,8 %
7,9 %
5,9 %
6,9 %
7,9 %

57,8 %
14,7 %
10,8 %
3,0 %
5,9 %
4,9 %
3,0 %

Some respondents specified these other activities and the most typical and several times
quoted activities were:
"activities in academic societies, boards, councils"
"student's guidance" (inc1uding "communication with the students", special guidance,
for instance for dissertation etc.)
"preparation of lessons"
"practical training"
"preparation of examinations"
"more time for n�flecting the giving of marks"
"service for the local community"
"lectures" (outside university, public, on conferences etc.)
"union-related activities" .
Some other activities were quoted only once:
(inner-university) "activities outside the department"
(additional) "part-time work as lecturer...researcher in another university"
(activity) "outside school in public affairs"
"social activities (boards, councils)"
"dissertation guidance... survey on dissertations"
"training in industry"
"establishing and maintaining of good relations" (among the faculty)
Summarizing this section it might be said that the difference between the actual time
spent for different work activities and the time seen as optimal are sometimes quite
striking. As far as teaching and research is concemed, the Japanese professors in the
sample have an average teaching load, which takes 30% of their total working time.
They would prefer to have slightly less than (26,4%). Much largyr is the difference be
tween actual and optimal distribution as far as research is concemed. It can be also said
that large parts of this preferred additional time for research would not be at the expense
of teaching but of time for examination, other activities and especially of administration.
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2.4

.

Overall work time of the professors

Table 2.10: Weekly working time (hours per week)

�percentage of sampie
�hours per week
under 10

11 - 20
21 - 39
4 0 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70

3%
6,9 %
11,8 %
36,3 %
22,5 %
12,7 %

Weekly working time during semester was in average 59 hours: There were 4 major
groups with 40, 50, 60 and 70 hours (10,8%, 13,7%, 17,6% and 8,8% of the sampIe re
spectively). Apart from this, there was a wide range from 2 hours per week up to 80
hours with the different values mostly given from one to 4 persons. About half of the
questioned c1aimed to have worked up to 48 hours, the other half has worked more than
that.
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3

Organizational and financial conditions of research and teaching

3.1

Affiliation to organizational units and academic subjects
represented in the sampie

In this section the denomination of the correspondent department was asked. Typically,
"faculty", respectively "department" (or "college iIi the English system) is "gakubu" in
Japanese. The Liberal Arts Department in public universities (which includes teaching
in Languages, Sports and various general subjects in the fIrst two years of study and
which was compulsory for all students up to 1992) is called "kyouyoubu". Many private·
universities do not have a separate "kyouyoubu", but they are obliged to offer the men
tioned Liberal Art subjects. Typically (at least in the public institutions), the facul
ties/departments are further divided into "institutes" ("kenkyuushitsu" "research room"
in literal translation) and in "chairs" ("kouza"). The experimental national University of
Tsukuba introduced a reformed structure where research and teaching are organized in
two separate structures of "gakkei" (see also appendix, the selected commentaries).
The distribution of departments (faculties) and academic subjects represented by the
sampie can be seenfrom table 3.1:

Table 3.1:

Departments, academic subjects represented in the sampie

� cases

� departmentlsubjects
Dept. of Agriculture: Forestry
Dept. of Commercial Sciences: Tax System Analysis
Dept. of Economy: Economical Law
Dept. of Economy: Economical Development
Dept. of Economy: general, not specifIed
Dept. of Economy: Market and Accounting Analysis
Dept. of Engineering: Chemical Industry
Dept. of Engineering: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Engineering: general, not specifIed
Dept. of Engineering: Management of Engineering
Dept. of Engineering: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Engineering: Technology of Photography
Dept. of Engineering: Physical Engineering
Dept. of Education : Psychology, Clinical Psychology
Dept. of Education general or not specifIed
Dept. of Education: Comparative Ed.
Dept. of Education: Health Ed.
Dept. of Education: Japanese for Foreigners
Dept. of Education: Music Ed.
Dept. of Education: Philosophy of Ed.
Dept. of Education: Pre-school Ed.
Dept. of Education: Sociology of Ed.
Dept. of Foreign Languages general

2
1
1
1
3
1
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
2
9
3
12
2
1
2

4
1
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Dept. of International Studies
1
HumanitiesDept.: * Administration of Education
1
HumanitiesDept.: Domestic Sciences
1
HumanitiesDept.: Education, general, not specified
5
HumanitiesDept.: Educational Law
1
1
HunianitiesDept.: English Language and Culture
HumanitiesDept.: French Language and Culture
1
HumanitiesDept.: general, not specified
6
2
HumanitiesDept.: History
HumanitiesDept.: History of Education
1
1
HumanltiesDept.: History of Technology
1
. HumanitiesDept.: J apanese Studies
1
HumanitiesDept.: Philosophy
LawDept.
1
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: Engineering
1
Liberal ArtsDept**.: English
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: Foreign L.anguages
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: French
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: German
2
Liberal ArtsDept.: Mathematics
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: Psychology
2
Liberal ArtsDept.: Sociology
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: Sciences
1
Liberal ArtsDept.: Teacher Training
1
Department of Management
1
Dept. of Mathematics
2
Dept. of Pharmacy
1
Dept. of Science: Astronomy
1
Dept. of Science: Geophysics
1
Dept. of Science: Molecular Physics
1
Dept. of Science: Zoology
4
Dept. of Sociology
8
Others:
106
Together
* Liberal ArtsDept. = "kyouyoubu"
** Humanities = bungakubu"," jinbungaku", "ningengakurui",
"ningenkagakubu", "seikatzukagakubu"
·

·

·

As for the department, most respondents came from Education (26) and Dept of
Humanities (22) followed by Engineering (14), Liberal Arts Dept. (12), Dept. of
Economy (6) and the others. The situation is somewhat different if one distinguishes not
between departments, but between the academic subjects the single professors teach.
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3.2

Relevance of the respective organizational unit for research,
teaching and material conditions

In this section it was asked, which of the organizational units in the given institution are
most important for planing and realization of the respondent's: a) research, b) teaehing,
c) material work conditions.
On the whole following organizational units were named: the university/college as a
whole, gakubu, gakkei, kenkyushitsu, koza, daikoza, gakka, senko. In principle gakubu
and gakkei are to be compared to faculty respectively department, kenkyushitsu is the
next level dividing the faculty into institutes (for example: Faculty of Education,
Institute of Sociology of Education) kouza is the chair and as such (where a chair
system exists) the next smaller unit. Apart from this there is also an organizational form
joining together some chairs to a so called "great chair" (daikouza), which functionally
corresponds with a department. Also answers referred to Liberal Arts Dept. faculty
meeting (ünkai) refer to the level of department/faculty. Senkou, respectively gakka
("specializations") is not necessarily an organizational unit (hut might be in a college,
which has only one or few departments), but was named quite often as a most relevant
unit. Comparable systematization, however, is difficult for the diversity of organiza
tional structure. Nevertheless the distinction could be made between the highest level of
the whole university/college, the next middle level of faculty/department and the next
smaller unit institute, chair or specialization.
Table 3.2:

Most important organizational unitfor research, teaching,
material conditions

O+org. unit
ministry univ.l
� conditions of educ. college
research
2
teaching
1
material cond.
1
8
(multiple answers possible)

gakubu/gakkei
daikoza.
9
16
27

kenkyushitsu
20
13
13

chair gakkal
senko
12
15
34
4
6
13

Apparently respondents tend to estimate very highly the importance of the lower organ
izational levels. This is especially true for the conditions of research and still more evi
dent for teaching. However, for the material conditions are the upper organizational
units, faculty/department and (to a lesser degree and especially in the case of specialized
colleges) the institution as a whole very important. Remarkably enough, only one re
spondent Iiamed the Ministry of Education as being responsible for the material condi
tions of his work place. Another respondent who came from a prefectural university
stated "some level higher than the faculty (in fact the prefectural' government)" . In sum
mary, the answers do not seem to support an interpretation in which the professors feel
to be exposed to an uncontrollable hierarchical and centralized power structure inside
the university. This was stressed in some answers that, for misunderstanding the ques
tion (hecause the organization was asked) or deliberately answered that they
"individually" were responsible for the research or teaching conditions.
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3.3

Size of the organizational unit

The professors were asked if compared with other faculties/departments in their uni
versity they consider their own faculty/department to be large, medium-size or small
(measured by the quantity of students). 39,4% of the professors estimated their own de
partments/faculties as being large, 21,2% as being medium-size, and 23,2% responded
that their faculty/department was small.

3.4

Allocation of the budget. Decisions over curriculum

The allocation of the budget is apparently a highly complicated matter as far as the or
ganizational and competence structure in detail is concemed. This is true especially in
respect to the multitude of private universities and their different management models.
Though, even in the public sector the criteria for distributing the budget are not always
uniform: An actual preference for the former "imperial universities", with Tokyo and
Kyoto Universities at the top, can be observed traditionally: An analysis from 1975
showed that both institutions together had.8,6% students of all national universities en- .
rolled, but received 14,9% of the total expenditure for the national universities. All for
mer 7 "imperial universities" who together held a share of 24% of all students in na
tional universities, received 35,7% of the expenditure.4 As far as the single university is
concemed, there seems to be great diversity, and in some cases I leamed'in the inter
views about very sophisticated and differentiated keys of how the budget is divided.
There is certainly a great difference also between the formal and the informal ways and
modes of allocating the fmances and, more generally, of the power structures inside the
institutions. My study did not aim at analyzing these questions. Also most of the inter
viewed respondents were highly unfarniliar with the matter and how co-ordination is
done in the administration office. Nevertheless, I tried to find out how the professors
feel about being involved in these structures as active partners with equal rights, or if
they see themselves rather as being exposed to decision making on a more elevated or
abstract level. As a rule in small universities there is a general assembly meeting where
all professors are participating in the discussions on budget allocation. In larger institu
tions, faculty/department meetings have the same function but in this case there might
be a competition between single departments especially since the academic world in
Japan is very hierarchical. Competition is found not only between the single institutions,
but also between the single departments with some having a very high prestige (and
power?) and others rather to be found at the bottom of the pyramid. This hierarchy is
also reflected in the fact that the selectivity of the entrance examinations mostly corre
sponds with this prestige hierarchy. Another possible reason for conflict can be found in
the division between the Liberal Arts Department at the one side and the other depart
ments on the other side. Specialized colleges or departments of science and applied
sciences might tend to regard the Liberal Arts as something less ünportant for their
proflle. In fact, not all universities do have independent Liberal Arts Departments
(although all apply to the principle that a set of general subjects is offered to be taken
during the first two years) and one of the mayor reform measures during the last years
was the new regulation which on the one hand gives room for experiments with creating
4 ShogoIchikawa: Finance of Higher Education. In: W. Cummings, I. Amano et al. (editors):
Changes in the Japanese University. A comparative Persepcitve. New York 1979, p. 44.
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a new vertical integration of the courses of studies in the national universities. For all
universities the former set of compulsory general courses (inc1uding foreign languages,
sports and others) are going to become electives.
Although' professors are completely free as far as the methods and contents of their lec
tures are concerned, nevertheless, it is highly probable that the existing power structure
that influences the distribution of the budget, probably does also influence the decisions
over such curricular questions like opening of new courses of study, compulsory and
non-compulsory contents of lectures and similar questions. Again, as in the question on
allocation of the budget (and in many other sections of the questionnaire) not the
"objective" structure - in this case power and decision making structure - was asked,
but the estimation of those who are involved in or exposed to those processes.

Table 3.3: Allocation ofthe budget, competence over curriculum
(in percentage)

1) allocation of the budget
equal competence
size of the faculty/department
other criteria
2) decisions over curriculum
equal competencies, power
large faculties more powerful
other

71,6
14,8
1 3,6
80,9
7,9
11,2

A majority of71,6% of the respondents meant that in their higher educational institution
all faculties had an e qual competence as far as the allocation of the budget was con
cerned. 14,8% stated that the budget was allocated depending on the number of stti
dents, 1 3,6% suggested other criteria, but mostly had not specified them. Two respon
dents referred to the fact that there are different criteria of allocating the budget for the
Liberal Arts Department at the one hand and for the other departments on the other
hand. Another respondent suggested, that tradition, age and the strength of the ego of
the single person are decisive for the actual position in the power and decision-making
structure.
Other answers were:
(on allocation): "Basically there are no differences between the departments as far as
their competencies are concerned, but as a tendency it can be observed that the
different history and tradition of a given department and the differences of prestige in
the scientific community exert a little bit of influence". (on decision over curriculum)
"There are no special regulative conditions" (private university)
(on allocation of the budget): "size might also play a leading r-ole, but sometimes the
power structure has a big influence, I think" (national university).
- "The university president's and the board of the director's decision has priority over
the decisions of the faculty meeting" (private junior college)
(on allocation of the budget): decision is made "on the level of the whole institution,
and administratively"; (on decision over curriculum) "decided from the plenary
session of the departments general faculty meeting" (national university) ,
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- "decisions over the curriculum: "the school affairs main conference" (private univer
sity)
- "the research budget is distributed to the single professors"
- (on decisions over curriculum): dependent on "the self-governing ability of each
single department" (national university)
- (on both): "the competence of the department is based neither on arbitr ariness nor on
power-play" (national reform-university)
- (on allocation of the budget): criteria are: "the number of teachers and students and
the number of experimental subjects" (Technological College)
- (on decisions over curriculum): dependent on "consciousness of the teacher" . .
- (on both) criteria are: "rather the size and characteristics of the single subjectlfield of
research than the size of the faculty/department." (private university) .

3.5

AIlocation of the budget based on objective criteria?
-

42,3% of the respondents th ink that the allocation of the budget is based on objective
criteria, but the majority of 577
, % do not think so.

3.6

Changes of student and teacher figures

a) Changes in student figures:
- increase: 61 ,5%
- decrease:7 ,3%
- no change: 31 ,3%
Since during the last years the 18 year old population grew steadily (the pe ak was
reached in 1993 and will decline in the future) it is not surprising that a majority of re
spondents told that there was an increase in student enrolment at their depart
mentlfaculty. The Ministry of Education sets a fixed number of new enrolment each
year for most public and private universities, which must be observed in certain (rather
narrow) limits . Apart form cases in which the ministry reacted to the growing demand
for higher education by extendfug the limits , also many relatively unpopular depart
ments or institutions might have profited from the boom of applicants . Nevertheless , a
relatively large number of respondents did not see any increase of students fi gures in
their department .
Table 3.4:
Changes ojstudentfigures: increase

increased ( quantity percent)
u p to 9 %
1 0 - 20%
30%
50%
100%

cases (percent)
15,2 %
39 ,2%
17 %
8,7 %
2,2%
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Changes ofstudentfigures: decrease

decreased (quantity percent)
up to 10%
10%
25%

cases (percent)
42,9%
42,9%
14,3%

b) Changes in teacher figures:
- increased: 58,1 %
- decreased: 5,4%
- no change: 36,6%

3.7

Present f'mancial situation of the higher education sector
compared with a decade ago

A c1ear majority, 80%, of respondents thought that the present fIJIancial situation of
higher education was worse than a decade ago. These respondents were asked further if
they thought this to be the result of a definite retrenchment towards the higher education
sector adopted by the government. Again, an overwhelming majority of 89 % thought
that this is the case.

3.8

Change of overall material conditions during past five years

Table 3.5

Change of material conditions during pastfive years
in the own department

0+ % of sample
� change:
very much improved
somewhat improved
no change
. somewhat deteriorated
very much deteriorated

5%
32,7%
28,7%
26,7%
6,9%

Interestingly enough, whereas an outstanding majority of respondents saw a general de
terioration of fmancing higher education and again a majority of these attributed this to
a retrenchment policy, only 33,6 % of the respondents quoted that their personal mate
rial work conditions deteriorated - and only 7% saw very much.deterioration. Partly this
is understandable when one takes into account that the "privileged", that is, full profes
sors, and among these holders of experimental chairs are over-represented in the sampie.
It is probably they who personally do not feel any deterioration, many of them even im
provement. The answers might however, reflect the differences between a general
mood, which is perpetuated and assured in the media and through other channels of
communication, which however does. not fully correspond to the personal experiences.
As a whole however, it is necessary to note that there are tremendous differences of
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material conditions from university to university in Japan, especially in respect to
buildings, space and equipment. Average figures in tbis case do not tell so much.

3.9

Research funds from outside university

61 % of the professors received some funds from outside their own institution. The funds
came mostly from public sources, were granted for team projects and came in half the
cases up to more than 50% compared with the regular funds for research, which the
professors received from their institution.
Table 3.6:

Sources of external research funds

� percentage of sampie
� sources
private
public
private and public

Table 3.7:

6,3
62, 5
3 1 ,3

Receiver

� percentage of sampie
� Receiver
individual
team
individual and team

1 8,8%
5 1,6%
29,7%

Table 3.8: Externalfund compared with regularfund

0+ percentage of sampie
� percentage of regular fund
less than 5%
6 - 1 0%
between 10 and 20%
between 20 and 50%
more than 50%

4,7%
12,5%
15,6%
17,2%
50,0%

3.10 Importance of different sources for applying for and receiving
external research funds

Asked, which source is generally the most important for applying for external funds the
professors put unequivocally the national agencies at the first place (95,2%). On the
second place the largest group (42. 1 %) named private industry, the second largest group
other than national or regional public sources. On the third place again private industry
was regarded as most important (50%), international (39%) and other (that is non-in
dustrial) private agencies (20%) followed.
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The distinction between positions and types of institutions show c1early some differ
ences as far as the access to extemal funds is concemed: Apparently full professors have
the easiest access to extemal funds and the lecturers (from whom not one received some
research funds individually) the most di fficuIt access. Public institutions have much
better chances to get some funds than private ones (Table 3.9.):

Table 3.9: Received external research funds by position, type ofinstitution

-+ type of
prof./instit.
'" source/
conditions
a) receive d funds ,
% of total s arriple
% of a) private
sources
% of a) public
sources
% of a) combo private/public sources
% of a) individually
% of a) in team

full
profs.

% of a) combo indiv./team

lecturers

assistant
profs.

.

30,5

23,8

members
of private
instit.

44,8

lQ,2

.
5;7� .

..

.

members of
public instit.

.

.

,

12,5

0

0

6,4

5,9

50,0

72

83,3

61,7

64,8

37,5

28

16,7

3 1 ,9

29,4

28, 1

12

0

2 1 ,3

1 1,8

43,7

60

50

48,9

58,8

28, 1

28

50

29,8

29,4

3.11 Retrenchment measures and their effect on teaching and research

39,6% of the questioned professors dec1ared that their department had been exposed to
direct retrenchment measures during the past five years , 60,4% resented this statement.
From those who experienced retrenchment , the strongest negative effect was feit in the
quality of research , then in student guidance and the amount of research. Surprisingly
enough , quality and quantity of teaching seemed not to be affected very strongly , as a
tendency.
Table 3.10: Negative effects on various work-related activities of the professors

-+ level of influence
"'activity
a) student guidance:
b) amount of research
c) quality of research
d) number of publications
e) quantity of teaching ·
f) _quality of teaching

0
25,0
5,4
16,2
36, 1
45,9
37,8

1
+
22,2
2 1 ,6
10,8
22,2
1 8,9
1 8,9

2
++
25,0
32,4
29,7
33,3
16,2
2 1 ,6

3 ..
+++
25,0
24,3
16,2
2,8
16,2
16,2

4
++++
2,8
16,2
27,0
5,6
2,7
5,4
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Cross calculation effect of retrenchment and position:
A big difference can be found in so far as assistant professors see much more very
strong effects (level 4) than regular professors. Otherwise there are no significant differ
ences.

3.12 Level of satisfaction with various aspects of work conditions
Table 3.11: Level oj satisjaction with various aspects ojwork conditions

0+ level of satisfactionlpercentage of the samI
� aspect
a) time for teaching
b) time for administration
c) salary
d) general work conditions
el) space
e2) equipment
f) communication with colleagues
E) communication with students
h) students knowledge/interest
i) image profession in society
j) image own univ. in society
k) image faculty in university

-2

-1

1

2

16,3
36,2
37,7
12,9
3 1 ,7
35,6
6,7
2,9
24,5
1 ,9
5,7
16,2

45,3
44,8
38,7
38,6
33,7
37,5
18,1
26,0
49, 1
12,4
26,7
39,4

32, 1
17,1
23,6
44,6
3 1 ,7
25,0
65,7
56,7
22,6
75,2
54,3
4 1 ,4

7,7
1 ,9
4,0
2,9
. 1 ,9
9,5
14,4
3,8
10,5
13,3
3 ,0

Cross calculations:
On the whole there were no significant differences except for two aspects: There seems
to be a higher level of satisfaction among the regular professors (46,6%) compared with
the assistant professors (30%) as far as time for teaching is concerned. Satisfaction with
"time for teaching" apparently means that they do not feel overloaded with time for
teaching. This satisfaction with time for teaching is slightly higher among professors
than assistant professors (46,6 against 30%). In respect to the salary there was a signifi
cant difference between the male professors (21 % were content) as. compared with the
women professors (66% content). Though the sample of women professors is extremely
small and not representative in any way (except for the general small representation of
women professors at the university) it seems plausible that woman professors, for whom
the position of a university professor is an exceptionally high ranked and well-paid job,
are more content with the salary than their male colleagues.
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3.13 Change of satisfaction during the past 5 to 10 years
Table 3.12: Change ofsatisfaction during the past 5 to 10 years.

-2
3,9

-1
22,5

no change
49 ,0

+1
23,5

+2
1 ,0

About half of the respondents saw no change in their general satisfaction with their
work (which was defined as the sum of the single aspects in the foregoing section). The
rest experienced to nearly equal shares a grown dissatisfaction respectively satisfaction.
Cross calculation:
Much more assistant professors (64%) experienced no change in their general satisfac
tion (dissatisfaction is a litde higher than satisfaction). However, full professors had less
stable feelings: only 39% feIt no change at all, and both, those who feIt a growing dis
satisfaction and those who became gradually more satisfied were larger
(with the latter ·
.
being slightly higher than expressing dissatisfaction).

3.14 Change of climate: deterioration of co-operation and work dedication
during the past 5-10 years
Slightly more than the half (54%) of the questioned professors answered this question
negatively, the rest (46%) consented with the statement that co-operation and work
dedication deteriorated. 39, 1 % of these dec1ared that this was a result of retrenchment
policy towards the higher education sector, 60,9% of the professors saw no such corre
lation but other reasons and many of them specified these reasons. Since the question
was unspecified, the respondents referred to various topics (which by the way are not
always without link to retrenchment respectively [mancial problems). Some of the
quoted reasons for change of c1imate were:
"reduction of positions for research assistants"
- . "the ignorance· and negligence of the country and of the government towards science
and culture which bordering on inferiority of cognition; the weakness of the ministry
of education�s higher education (umversity) bureau (the difference in the
competencies and power of the bureau for primary and secondary education and the
bureau for international science affairs is obvious)"
- "the care for dedication and co-operation is getting lost in society in general"
- "reduction of capacity"
"the conservatism of the university itself, inflexibility, bureaucracy, authoritarianism"
"because the reliability among the members of the faculty disiIitegrated"
- "because of the multitude of miscellaneous duties"
"the decrease of talent of the teachers and the decrease of study abilities of the stu
dents"
- "the efforts of the single persons are not sufficient"
- "shortage of number of professors"
- "the general laxity of society"
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" time for research is absolutely insufficient. There is too much time for teachiilg and
administration"
"nowadays self-content"
"the problem of talent of the academic teaching stafr'
"the feudal structures"
"many conferences. Many teachers have to spend much time for administration and
management"
"the isolation of separate research leading to egoism is one of the reasons"
"the low recognition of research through the board of directors and others and the
submissiveness to this attitude by many teachers"
"the growing harshness in human relations"
"the marketizing of education"
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4'
4.1

.

Prospects of university's role and conditions
Aspects of massification

Table 4.1:

"Massification of higher education will continue "

0+ scale
agreement!
disagreement

agree strongly
+2

agree
+1

disagree
-1

disagree strongly
-2

18,1%

52,4%

29,5%

-

In Japan the 1 8 years old population is decreasing sharply from 1993 on. Nevertheless
the majority of 70,5% of the questioned believed that massification of the higher educa
tion sector will continue also in future.

Table 4.2:

I

� seale

"Growing competition among students for admission to
higher education (to highly reputed umversities) also infuture "

+2
60,4%

-1
3,8%

+1
35,8%

-2

The overwhelming majority of the professors (96,2) is convinced that competition
among students for admission to highly reputed universities will increase also in the fu
ture.

Table 4.3:

0+ scale

"Growing competition among higher education institutions
for students "

+2
5 1 ,4%

+1
43,8%

-1
3,8%

-2
1 ,0%

Again the overwhelming majority (95,2%) of the respondents believe that since the
group of 1 8 years old will become smaller, higher education institutions will have to
compete still to a higher degree than today in order to secure their enrolment figures.

Table 4.4:

"The quantitative changes in the group of 18 years old will not
affect my institution "
•

0+ scale

+2
8,6%

+1
32,4%

-1
40,0%

-2
1 9,0%
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Although nearly a1l respondents believed that the single universities would have to face
increasing competition in order to attract students they are somewhat more optimistic as
far as their own institution is concerned: nearly 60% did not expect any effect.
Table 4.5:

� scale

"Retrenchment policy respectively cutting the budgets for
education and research is no problem for my institution "

+2
2,8%

+1
7,5%

-1
50,9%

-2
38,7%

Although in section 3.1 1 the majority of respondents (60,4%) had stated that so far their
own department had not been hit by retrenchment measures, only very few ( 10,3%) be
lieve that retrenchment is no problem for their institution.

4.2

Strategies to cope witb f"mancial problems/assessment
of planned strategies and measures taken so far

Table 4.6:

Strategy planned/assessment ofplanned (introduced) strategy

� strategy planed,
measure taken?/assessment
of strategy, measure
� content of strategy/measure
a) increased adyertising
b) raising tuition fee
c) univ. facilities for
commercial purpose
d) cut number of faculties
e) cut nr. of faculty members
f) cut material costs
g) stronger ties with
high schools
h) keener admiss. selection
i) offer better student's life
conditions/tutoring etc.
.1) unique profIle
k) stress quality of research
1) new courses/facilities
m) stress quality of teaching
n) try to attract more external
money

yes

+2

+1

-1

-2

70,8%
62,6%
9,6 %

34,7%
3,0%
7,4

5 1 ,5%
1 8,2%
29,5

10,9%
46,5%
30,5%

3,0%
32,3%
32,6%

7,5

28,1
40,4
23,3

2, 1
4,1

18,9
13,3
12,4
30,9

3 1 ,6
33,0
35,1
37, 1

49,5
53,6
50,5
27,3

12,8
34,8

1 1 ,8
24,0

40,9
58,3

36,6
12,5

10,8
5,2

62,4
40,2
64,1
45,7
57,0

35,7
24,7
34,7
. 35,8
29,6

50,0
50,5
5 1 ,6
50,5
50,0

13,3
20,4
12,6
12,6
18,4

1 ,0
4,3
1,1
1,1
2,0

,
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4.3

Evaluation of higher education institutions

More than half of the respondents 57,7% consented to the suggestion that Japanese
universities and colleges should be regularly evaluated, given that state of the art criteria
for measuring academic and educational qualities would be applied. Those respondents
who agreed to evaluation were asked to express their agreement or disagreement with
the following statements (table 4.7):
-

-

Table 4.7: Agree with evaluation and agree with the following statements

-+ level of agreement
� statement
a) evaluation would reduce the
influence of "exam hell"
b) special profIle of a given institution
becomes more visible
c) evaluation and knowledge of special
profIle could lead to more rational
allocation of budget
d) evaluation would stimulate research
and teaching quali.ty

do not
agree
74, 1

agree more
or less
24, 1

agree
strongly
1 ,7

6,7

55,0

38,3

35,6

49,2

15,3

3,3

43,3

53,3

It is worth noting that in the meantime, that is since the start of this pilot study, regular

evaluation of higher education institutions has been gradually discussed more and more
seriously, since the ministry of education during the last years has given to the universi
ties more freedom for organizing their affairs, but at the same time urged them to im- ·
prove teaching and research quality. However, the ministry's (or some of the minister's
fraction) strategy is believed to aim farther, that is to break up the present formally ho
mogenous system and to come to a new structure of higher education where different
levels of institutions will be c1early distinct in terms of academic and professional
courses. A part of the institutions would be converted into colleges with teaching obli
gation but without funding of research. How far evaluation and its consequences will go
is not c1ear at present. When the questionnaire was distributed (October 1991), some
fIrst experiments were carried out. For instance a private enterprise videotaped how uni
versity graduates commented the institution they left, inc1uding the comments on pro
fessors giving their full name. In 1992 some universities and colleges took the initiative
which in the beginning was not more than publishing faculty proftles in order to inform
students and colleagues. In these publications, professors gave their personal record as
weIl as their educational background, and other information they deemed to be impor
tant. In the meanthne a Japan University Accreditation Association, a non-profIt organi
zation recognized by the Ministry of Education was founded. °It counts already on a
membership of 358 institutions thus inc1uding already nearly 70% of all public and pri
vate universities and colleges. These member-institutions will introduce a mutual
evaluation system to evaluate the education and research activities of the institutions. So
far this system is based on self-examinations of the given institution's educational and
research activities, which will be reported to the association. The association will set up
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an own cOInmittee in order to check the self-evaluation system, its methods and even
tual reform measures in reaction to the evaluation
Some of the items required for the self-evaluation will be teaching conditions, faculty
organization, education and research activities, management and operation of the insti
tution.
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5

Summary and some comparisons

I should Jike to make some remarks in respect of two different levels: First some reflec
tions upon methodological problems, which are conditioned by the fact, that this survey
has the character of a pilot study and a possible follow-up study is planed especially
from the point of view of international comparability. Secondly I should like to mention
some few outcomes, which are especially conspicuous either as such, or in comparison
with outcomes of the German study.

5.1

Technical and methodical aspects

First of all there was quite a great number of respondents who used the offered oppor
tunity to make some verbal comments. Some respondents made comments over general
or partial aspects of Japanese higher education or of their respective institution. These
responses are presented in the annex. Many other respondents made commentaries on
the survey in summary or to some special parts of it. There were some questions, which
were reIatively often criticized as being unc1ear or difficult to answer. This is especially
true for the questions related with the allocating of the budget in the university respec
tively the departments. This question refers to the context of an increased trend of
"marketizing" the educational system, and seen in this context it will become more rele
vant than ever, who (and how) will be involved in playing an active role in this
"market" . For, if really the North American system is a model of the present trend many professors in Japan believe this to be the implications of the ministry's policy, and
also one respondent expressed this assumption in his comments -- than this will prob
ably also change the function of the departments in order to become more "product-cost
and product-output oriented" units that actively share in the management of the whole
school. Interestingly, one of the respondents holds, that many professors do not care
about these questions (see annex) and he suggested this to make the theme of an own
survey., However, l am aware, that the correspondent question should be much more
precise in a possible follow-up study. Other criticism referred to question 4.3. where the
consent with an "objective evaluation" was questioned. It goes without saying that the
consent over what is "objective" is not given and thus it is probably not easy to answer
'
to such a question.
Apart from those detailed questions, on the level of the formulations of single questions,
there are some technical aspects of comparison I should like to mention: Many ques
tions (and the general structure of the questionnaire) are related to the Canadian, French
and German projects mentioned in the beginning. Thus some questions originating from
a context in which they are very important, are not necessarily so in another country.
This refers for instance to questions, which originally ask for possible factors influenc
ing the management and power position of departments (such as size of departments) or
ask for management experiences of the single persons (for instance question I.7.). Both
seem to be relevant in the North American universities and colleges, especially then in
the private sector, where the ability of single departments to attract large numbers (of
fee-paying and gifted) students can provide them with a strong position and where the
possibilities and needs of a good management on this level are quite important. In con
trast Japanese (or as for that: German) universities and colleges are largely dependent on
an administrative allocation of the budget. True, private universities in Japan might be
more independent from the ministry in this respect than for instance German universi-
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ties. On the other hand does· the "tei-in" the prescription of the yeady intake of new stu
dents give the ministry a strong control-too1. Apparently, the respective items can not be
compared directly. Nevertheless, a somewhat broadened hypothesis could for instance
assurne, that strong involvement in managing activities outside university (in academic
associations, etc.) could correlate with better skills to attract additional research funds
from outside university. Apparently, the sampIe in the case of our survey was much too
small to fmd any such correlation. As for the size of the department there is evidence
that it does not play any decisive role in the majority of cases, although some respon
dents think so. Another type of questions asks for specific issues connected with the
actual context of population figures or educational policy issues. This is the case for
instance with the fact, that the number of 1 8 years old will decrease dramatically in
Japan in the years to come or issues like the functionality and desirability of quality
evaluation of institutions, departments and persons. On the other hand, as for the shifts
in population figures, this is a general point of relevance since there is always the need
to harmonize the relationships between the different subsystems (population, education,
employment systems). The problem of this interrelationship can be subsumed under a
general comparative category even if the actual single situations in the different coun
tries might be unique. As for the question of evaluating the output of universities and
colleges, it might be noted that even in countries where such an evaluation has been
tabooed for a long time, like for instance in Germany, there are strong tendencies (and
even recent experiments) to introduce some evaluation and, connected with this, a new
vertical differentiation of the higher education system. Probably this can be seen in the
general context üf massification of higher education. In it the clinging to an alleged
equivalence of all institutions of one type becomes a source of structural and functional
discrepancies and of inefficiency. Apart from this, the issue of an increasing vertical
differentiation and hierarchization fits weIl into a broader context of retrenchment pol
icy and the correspondent general ideology of separation instead of integration. In the
given context investors preferably turn attention only to the economically most fit and
effective individuals or institutions. In summary: the character of a pilot study enables
and even necessitates to reflect upon categories of comparison, which go beyond the
level of denominating single phenomena.

5.2

Contents and some comparison

At the end I should like to make some rather unsystematic comparisons, first in respect
to the work load that is, the working time and the numbers of students to be taken care
of. Some of the outcomes are not very striking as such: For instance, it could be ex
pected that the professors would estimate their working time to be very high.
Surprisingly enough, the average 'of 60 hours per week was not only the outcome of the
Japanese but also of the German study5. The situation is somewhat different in respect
to the distinctions between the actual time spent for various activities and the time to be
spent for these activities seen as optimal or wishful both by the Japanese and the
German professors. First of all, and this again is not very surprising, both groups of re5 All figures quoted from: Botho von Kopp, Manfred Weiß: Qer "Arbeitsplatz Universität" und
die Zukunft der Hochschulen aus der Sicht von Hochschullehrern. Eine Internationale Ver
gleichsuntersuchung. Erster Ergebnisbericht. Frankfurt: Deutsches Institut für Internationale
Pädagogische Forschung 1993
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spondents feIt an overload of teaching and of administration (other activities), which
they would like to reduce somewhat. However, there are quite remarkable differences
between the workload for teaching of the Japanese respondents (30% of the time) and of
the German respondents (38%). Accordingly, the Japanese professors give a much lower
figure for optimal time for teaching (26,4% in average) than their German counterparts

(34%). As for research again the tendency is the same, but the time shares for this ac
tivity are very different: whereas the German respondents would regard a share of 42%
of their total working time spent for research as optimal, the Japanese respondents de
sired in average more than 5 1 %. Notwithstanding those differences, both activities to
gether take nearly the same amount of time (64% respectively 65%) and also the desir
able amount of administration, exarnination and other activities were similar (22% in
the case of the Japanese, 24% in the case of German professors). The striking difference
thus is to be found in the amounts of teaching respectively research both actual and de
sirable between the Japanese and the German respondents who as a whole give teaching
more weight than their Japanese colleagues. As for the number of students in lectures
and seminars, it is understandable that this figure in Germany where there is no regula
tion of access in most courses of study would be higher than in Japan. Thus, in Japan

44% of respondent's lectures (for seminars even 95%) were attended by up to 50 stu
dents. In Germany the respective figures are different: There, true, 75% of respondents
had up to 50 students in their seminars, but situation is worse in respect to lectures:
there only 29% of respondents had up to 50 students, 45% even estimated to have regu
larly more than 100 students, 14,4% of the German respondents mentioned even more
than 300 students, in the case of the Japanese professors only 1 % mentioned this figure.
It was remarkable that a dear majority of 80 of respondents saw a deterioration of

jinancing

of the higher education sector. Nevertheless, only one third experienced a

deterioration of material conditions in the own workplace. The latter figure (33,6%) is
nearly exactly the same in the German survey (33,5%).

Although the correspondent

questions were not exactly the same (the Japanese questionnaire was more detailed in
this case) it seems to be quite dear that the professors try to avert negative influence of
retrenchment or other negative factors affecting their work away from teaching in both
countries: Asked about changes in their productivity during the last five years, one third
of the German respondents saw a decline of their productivity in respect of research but
only 12,5% in teaching. Similarly, over 40% of the Japanese respondents quoted a
strong or very strong negative influence on their research productivity (both in quantita
tive and qualitative terms), but only some 20% quoted such an effect in respect to their
teaching. This could be interpreted in a way that in both cases the professors take (or
have to take since control is stronger) their teaching obligations the most serious com
pared with other activities.

Nearly half of a11 respondents saw no change in their general work

sam/action

the past 5 years, 24,5% are more, 26,4% are less satisfied than 5 years ago.

during
This is

somewhat different from the respondents in Germany: there 40% daimed to be

dis

satisfied or very dissatisfied with their general work conditions.· Another difference
seems to be satisfaction with the salary: Qnly 23,6% of the Japanese respondents were
content (iiot one was very content) with their salary, but as much as 66,7% of the

German respondents were content or even very content (10, 1 %) with their salary. It
seems also to be noteworthy that communication with students is seen in a majority of
answers positively: over 70% of the Japanese respondents were content in this respect,

the corresponding figure for the German professors is 84,1 %.
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Finally, the last section, which referred to some discussed, expected or already initiated

f

re orm measures

the university system is likely to undergo in order to cope with

changed context conditions, the professors seem to be somewhat less conservative than
one might expect. Many respondents rated positively certain measures, like offering
better student life conditions, more emphasis to be put on quality of teaching, the es
tablishment of unique profiles at the own university, an increased advertising, etc. Also,
most remarkably, a clear maj ority of 58% of the respondents consented with the sug
gestion that a regular evaluation of the teaching and research quality of institutions (and
thus also of themselves) should be introduced, provided that such an evaluation should
be based on state-of-the-art-criteria, which would be as much objective as possible. Also
in this case among German professors a majority of 58,5% responded positively to the
suggestion that such a quality-evaluation should be undertaken and the corresponding
figures be made public.
Summarizing, the outcome of the survey - which, it must be remembered once again,
has a pilot character and is not representative in a strict sense, but which particularly in
the light of comparison gains additional weight - one might say that the questions
touched here seem to be relevant also in a more general context since many of the
changes, which form the background of the conditions of academic work places and the
profile, teaching and research functions of higher education institutions seem to be de
pendent on global factors of change. These factors, whatever they may be in detail, have
created a climate and an ideology of "de-nationalization" and "marketizing" the educa
tional system. In Japan where there is traditionally a very large market sector in the field
of education this "de-nationalization" is just pushed forward - though some experts are
suspicious that there is a strategy behind this,

namely to restructure the higher educa

tion in order to diffetentiate also formally (and, among others, with consequences for
the fmancing

üf higher education) the factual existing hierarchy. Though functionally

highly differentiated, the present Japanese system does embrace all institutions benevo
lently under the designation of "universities" . In Germany the tendency is the same al
though the situation is very different, because "marketizing" is just starting (although in
the traditional system there had been elements of "market competition" since it was at
times usual that the professors received a payment, which was linked to the number of
students attending their classes). By and large the idea of a vertical differentiation of the
university sector had been tabooed in the past. Recent attacks on this taboo like the
evaluations of the Spiegel magazine6 are strong hints at a changing situation. However,
it seems clear that under the conditions of a mass higher education the traditional struc
ture must change this way or the other. OIie problem might be seen in the fact that both
in Japan and in Germany (and there to a still higher degree than in Japan) the contextual
legal conditions of higher education institutions are not really giving them fair chances
to act on the market since it is just this field, which is highly regulated be it in form of
admission control (and many other respects) like in Japan, be it like in Germany where
universities do not have any le"gal economical autonomy at all. "De-nationalization" and
"marketizing" are fme, but seen in this light they might be just another strategy of re
trenchment policy.

6 see the poIl among students and professors trying to establish a ranking, published in: Spiegel

Spezial Nr. 1, 1990: "Welche Uni ist die beste?" and again in Spiegel Spezial Nr 3, 1993:
"Welche Uni ist die beste? Spiegel Rangliste der deutschen Hochschulen.
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IV. Appendix

Appendix a: Selected verbal comments of the respondents
- I think that the Japanese universities, especially the national universities, give too
much consideration to the Education Ministry's intentions as far as accounting is
concerned. The university's unique ideas about the appropriate way should be more
respected.
- [to question 3. 10.:] Nearly all (many) academic teachers at my university are not in
terested in additional funds from outside university because with the regular research
money they receive from the university they can get along somehow. [to question
3 . 12.:] The way how the general staff is supporting the teachers is also an extremely
important question. As far as retrenchment measures are concerned: since to. the ut
most a part of the expenses remained on the level of the previous year, I denied this
question. .
- International comparison is likely to be of great importance. As I see it, Japan �s pre
sent higher education system, although originating in the European system, aims at
the multiplicity and differentiation of the North American system. In America there is
much social mobility therefor the use of differentiation is very advantageous. In
Japan, there is little mobility, no, the system is even extremely rigid. Thus the out
come of differentiation will perhaps not be very propitious.

- I am p�rsonally interested in the evaluation of universities, but in the spiritual climate
of the academic world (and it is the same in politics) whatever you do, the outcome is
. the same. Probably, though it could be somewhat stimulating, one would become ac
customed to whatever kind of evaluation, and it could end up to be treated with an
easygoingness similar · to that how students write a seminar paper. Nevertheless, I
know many people who reflect very seriously the present conditions and the possi
bilities how to reform them. Apparently, since we profess to be a "self governiIig
institution" we want to change the university based on our own potency, not by react
ing on pressure from outside.
It is usually claimed that to enter a Japanese university is difficult but to graduate is

simple, In my department the share of those students who are able to graduate:
after 4 years is about 60%,
after 5 years is 25%,
after 6 years is 10%.
But objectively seen, all in all only 50% seem to have the scholarship to graduate.
Therefore, we reflect upon alternatives like expulsion from school with the possibil
ity to switch to another university etc. I also think time has COJ)1e to reflect upon how
to handle students who have only job-finding in their minds (are only interested in
graduating). It is questionable if it is necessary, as it is practised presently, to bring
practically all who had entered a university to graduation.
- The reform of the minds of academic teachers is necessary, but they are conservative
- and there are some who dream of being the academic staff of the old universities
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when altogether many enrolled were elite students. We should reflect our didactic
and we should think out device and measures how to awaken the interest in the stu
dents.
- Our Tsukuba University has, different from other universities, [and instead of
"department" and "chair" etc.] a system of so called "gakkei" , "gakugun" and
"gakurui". That is to say that the teaching units and the research units are separate. As
far as the research units are concemed, all academic staff from the same field of spe
cializations is grouped together (education, psychology etc.), as far as the Conference
of "gakkei"- ["root science groups"] and all respective members of the academic
staff take part in the decisions over open questions. The "gakkei" is also entrusted
with the guidance and teaching functions in the graduate schools. On the other hand
as far as the teaching unit is concemed, there the different academic subjects (they
can link together and form "gakugun") have a Conference of the academic subjects.
There especially the education and teaching related matters are discussed and de
cided.
- Conditions in national universities and private universities are quite differ
ent...Especially since the difference between the salary at national universities and
the salary at private universities is striking, I am uncontent. Although I have a level
which is guaranteed, when I deduct presently from my salary the costs for living and
others, then very little is left over and I cannot even buy books. Also I am dissatis
fied because not all [members of the faculty] receive PCs and other equipment. I
think if the present situation will continue, then extraordinarily talented people will
instead of becoming researchers seek other ways for their career.
It is surprising but often the case that the academic staff of the large universities in

Japan, especially in the literature and language departments have no interest in the
quantitative, actual conditions of their related departments or faculties and many
people do not pay any attention to the mechanisms of decision over the faculty's
budget and the tendencies of the hext years changes.
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Appendix b: English version of the questionnaire
I.

Questions on your personal situation

1 / 1. Please specify:
<D year of birth

19 ....
1 . male
2. female

@ sex

® your present position

1 . professor
2. assistant professor
3. lecturer
@ your present institution

junior college
a. national
b. prefectural
c. communal
d. private
4-year university without graduate school
a. national
b. prefectural
c. communal
d. private
4-year university with graduate school
a. national
b. prefectural
c. communal
d. private

1 / 2. <D Does your university use the "chair-system"?

1 . yes
2. no

�@
I/3

if yes, is the chair you are attached to an "experimental chair"?

1 . yes
2. no

[S.2]
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1 / 3 If the Japanese university system would be grouped into 5 levels both in respect
to research quality and teaching quality, to which of the following level does your uni
versity belong to in your opinion?
a) quality of research
1 .superior 2. above average 3. average 4. below average 5. inferior
b) quality of education
1 .superior 2. above average 3. average 4. below average 5. inferior
1 / 4 How does your university�s position in the ranking you gave in question I/3
influence your teaching and research conditions?
1 . very positive influence
2. rather positively influence
3. no influence
4. rather negative influence
5. very negative influence
I / 5. Inc1uding the university you graduated from and inc1uding "the university you

presently teach at: to how many universities have you been affiliated to?
[examples ... ]
sum: .............. universities
among them as a member of the teaching staff (lecturer, assistant
sum. .............. universities
professor, full professor) at

I / 6 Have you been or are you teaching extemally as a part-time lecturer in another

university?
1 . yes, in
2. no

sum............... universities

[S.3]
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1 / 7 Are you or have you been until now a member of an academic organization and if
yes, in how many?

1 . yes, in
2. no

sum ................organizations

-7 @

@ In how many of those organizations do you or did you hold an
administrative or managerial position?
in ............. organizations
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TI. Questions on your personal work conditions (academic year 1990-91)

TI / 1 How many weekly course hours

(1 course hour = 45 min) did you have to teach in
the average of the whole academic year?
altogether

.........hours

from these: on the undergraduate level
- lectures
..........hours
..........hours
- seminars
- other (laboratory etc.)
..........hours
on the graduate level
..........hours
(master and doctor course)

TI / 2 Approximately how many students in average attended your c1asses during the last

academic year
in lectures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

less than 30
30 - 49
50 -99
100 - 199
200 -299
over 300

in seminars

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

less than 30
30 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 199
200 - 299
over 300

in other

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

less than 30
30 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 199
200 - 299
over 300

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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11 / 3 If you sum up the whole time you spent for the activities listed below as 100 % ; .
during the past academic year, then approximately how was the actual distribution, and
which distribution would you regard as optimal or wishful?
a) actual distribution

b) optimal (wished) distribution

% of time
. ..%
. .. %- examinations . . . %
- administration
. . .%
)
... %
- other (
)
... %
- other (
- teaching
- research

total

100%

% of time
... %
- research
... %
... %
- examinations
... %
- administration
- other (
) ... %
- other (
) ... %
- teaching

100%

total

11 / 4 How many hours do you think was your weekly working time in the average of
the last academic year?
sum. . . . .hours per week
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

m. The changing conditions of research and teaching in your university.

m / 1 Please specify the organizational units you are affiliated to in
their hierarchical order and with the designations typical for your university
"gakubu", "gakkei" (faculty) etc.
"gakka", "daikoza"," gakkashitsu"
"koza", "kenkyushitsu"
"senko"
other
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m / 2 Which of the organizational units you named in question TI / 1 is the most impor
tant for the planning, decision-making and realization of:
your research
your teaching
your material work conditions
m / 3 Comparing the number of students of your and the other faculties in your
university, is your faculty (gakubu):
3. relatively small
1 . relatively large
2. medium size
4. I am at a Junior College and this question cannot be answered.
m / 4 When it comes to decisions over: a) allotting the budget, b) making of the
syllabus, has the department"s size (in terms of students) any influence on its
(power) position?
a) Concerning the allocation of the budget:
<D in my university are all faculties involved with equal
competence
1 . yes 7 b)
2. no 7 <V
<V the allotting is done corresponding the number of the
students
1. yes 7 b)
3. no 7@

@ following which criteria i s the budget distributed? PIease
specify: c:>
• • • . • . • . . . . . . .•.••.•.••.•.•.••.•.•..•..•.••.•••.•.••....•.••••.•••

b) Concerning decisions over the syllabus
<D all faculties have the same power and competencies
1 . yes 7 ID / 5
2. no . . 7 <V
. .

<V larger faculties are more powerful than smaller ones
1 . yes 7 ID / 5
3. no 7 @

@ which conditions influence the power concerning decisions
over the syllabus? Please specify: c:>
• . • . • . ••.•••.••.•.••.•. •••••••.••••••.
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m 1 5 <D Do you agree with the statement that in your university the allocation of the
budget between the single departments and other units is based on criteria of objective
needs?
1. yes
2. no

-7 III / 6
-7 <V

<V According to which other criteria is the budget allocated? Please
specify c:>
..••.•.••••.•.••.•.•••.•••• •.....•.....••••...••.••.•. •.•.•••••••••••.•.••.••••.•.

m 1 6 Have the numbers of a) students, b) professors changed in your department
over the past 5 years?
a) changes in student numbers
(about.. .. students/ . %)
1 . increased
(about.. .. students/.
%)
2. decreased
3. no change
....

.

.....

b) changes in the professor numbers
(about.. ..personsI
1 . increased
(about....persons/. .
2. decreased
3. no change

.......

.

....

%)
%)

m 1 7 <D Do you think that the present fmancial conditions of the higher education sec
tor in general are worse than a decade ago?
1 . yes -7 <V
2. no -7 III / 8
<V do you think that this is the result of retrenchment policy towards
the higher educational sector from the side of the government?

1 . yes
2. no

-7 III/8
-7 ®

® what other reasons do you see? Please specify:
c:>

•.•••••.•.•.•.•.•••..••..•...•..•... ..•.•.....••••.•.••.•.••••.••.••...•
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m / 8 Have: the material conditions of your work (research money, equipment, space,
conditions of buildings etc.) changed during the past 5 years?

1 . improved very much
2. improved somewhat
3. no change
4. somewhat deteriorated
5. very much deteriorated
m / 9 <D Have you - individually or as a member of a project group - received some
research funds from sources outside your university? ( @, ®, @ multiple answers pos
sible)
1 . yes -+ @ , ® , @
2. no -+ llI/1O

@ Did you receive funds from private andlor public sources?
1. private sources
2. public Sources
® Did you receive funds individually andlor as a member of a research team?
.
1 . individually
2. as a member of a
team
@ When you compare the funds you received from the above sources
with the regular research fund you receive from your university, how
large are they approximately?

1 . less than 5%
2. 6% - 10 %
3. between 10% and 20%
4. between 20% and 50%
5. more than 50%
m / 10 Which fromthe following external fmancial sources is the most important for
your and your faculty - gakubu? (multiple answers possible)
1 . central (national) state agencies
2. regional and local public agencies
3. other public agencies
4. private industry
5. other private agencies
6. partner university (city etc.)
7. international agencies
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m 1 11 Was your department during the past 5 to 10 years exposed to any
retrenchment measures coming from inside or outside the university?
yes � following question
no � rn / 12
How did these measures affect the quality of the following of your activities? (level of
influence: 0 : no influence to 4 : very strong influence)
level of influence
activity
2
1
a) student guidancel counseUing
0
3
4
2
1
b) amount of research
0
3
4
2
c) quality of research
1
0
3
4
2
1
d) number of publications
0
3
4
2
1
e) quantity of teaching
0
3
4
2
f) quality of teaching
1
0
3
4
2
1
4
g) other (please specify)
0
3
m 1 12 Please encirc1e the corresponding grade of satisfaction with the following aspects 0f your work
level of satisfaction
+2
+1
-1
a) time for teaching
+1
+2
-1
b) time for administration
+1
+2
-1
c) salary
+1
d) general work conditions
+2
-1
+1
+2
-1
e1) material work conditions (space)
+1
e2) material work conditions (equipment)
+2
-1
+1
+2
f) communication with colleagues
-1
+1
+2
-1
g) communication with students
+1
+2
h) student's knowledge and study interest
-1
+1
i) recognition of your profession in society
+2
-1
+1
+2
-1
.1) recognition of your university in society
+1
-1
k) recognition of your faculty inside your uni- +2
versity
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m / 13 Seen over the period of the past 5 to 10 years, did the level of your general work
satisfaction (the sum of the aspects questioned in rn / 12) change?

+2 increased strongly
+ 1 increased somewhat
o no change
-1 decreased somewhat
-2 decreased strongly
m / 14 <D Do you feel that over the past 5 to 10 years the climate of co-operation and
work dedication deteriorated in your university?

1. yes 7 �
2. no 7 IVIl
� Do you think that this is a result of retrenchment policy?

1 . yes 7 IV/I
2. no 7 ®
® Do you see other reasons? Please specify:

�----------------------------------------------------------------------

========================================================

IV. Questions on the university's present and future role and conditions.
IV / 1 Please indicate to which extend you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements a) to e)

a) In Japan the number of 18 years old will decrease from 1993 on.
But massification of higher education (growing number of freshmen)
will continue:
+2 completely agree
+1 agree
-1 disagree
-2 completely disagree
b) In future there will be among students an even keener competition
for admission to highly reputed universities:
+2 completely agree
+1 agree
-1 disagree
-2 completely ffisagree
(ta be continued on the next page)
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c) Because the 1 8 years old population-group is shrinking, there will be
a keeIier competition among universities in order to secure enrolment figures:
+2 completely agree
+1 agree
-1 disagree
-2 completely disagree
d) Quantitative changes of the 19 years old population group will not
affect my university.
+2 completely agree
+1 agree
- 1 disagree
-2 completely disagree
+2 completely agree
e) retrenchment policy and cutting the research and education budgets
is no problem for my university:
+2 completely agree
+1 agree
-1 disagree
-2 completely disagree
+2 completely agree
IV I 2 The decreasing number of the 1 8 years old together with retrenchment policy
will cause quite. certainly fmancial problems to the Japanese University. In order to cope
with those problems, eventually your university plans or already decided upon taking
measures quoted in the following list; Please indicate if and to which degree you would
(you do) consent with each measure

content of plan/measures

a) more advertising (in mass
media
b) raising the tuition fee
c) using university facilities for
commercial purpose
d) reducing the number of departments
e) reducing the number of faculty
members
f) reducing material costs

measure
planed or
taken
no
yes
2.
1.

level of agreement

+2

+1

-1

-2

1.
1.

2.
2.

+2
+2

+1
+1

-1
-1

-2
-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

1.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

1.

2

+2

+1

-1

-2

.
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(continued from page

1 1)

content of planJmeasures

measure

level of agreement

planed or
taken
yes
g) to establish stronger ties with cer-

no

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

I.

2.

+2

+1

-1

-2

tain high .schools
h) to increase reputation by adopting
keener admission selection
i) to attract applicants by offering
better students life conditions
(counselling, facilities for extra-curricular activities
etc.)
j) to establish a unique proflle by
introducing courses not offered at
other universities
k) no organizational changes but increase of academic reputation
by putting more stress on the quality
of research

1) to increase of academic reputation
by setting up new facilities like postgraduate studies, research institutes
etc.

-

m) to increase reputation by putting
more stress on the quality of teaching
n) try to attract more external research grants and project subsidies
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IV / 3. Confronted with the following statement " In a highly diversified system, as is the
case with the Japanese higher education system, the quality of research and of teaching
of each single institution should be precisely and objectively evaluated using appropriate
methods."
<D Do you agree?

1 . I agree
2. I don't agree

� ® will be the last question
� @ will be the last question

@ Why you do not agree? Please specify:

C>----------------------------------------------------------------

® Are some of the following statements the reason for your greement
and to what degree?

a) If the status of a university was based on objective criteria,
the "examination hell" would loose ground.
O. I don't think so
1. I agree partly
2. I agree completely
b) By using an objective evaluation of research and teaching, the
respective special proflle of any given university would become
c1early discernible
O. I don't think. so
1. I agree partly
2. I agree completely
c) Taking the universities special proflle into consideration, the
higher education budget could be allocated more rationally
O. I don't think. so
1. I agree partly
2. I agree completely
d) Regular evaluation would stimulate the endeavour to higher
quality of research and teaching
O. I don't think so
1. I agree partly
2. I agree completely
e) other reasons. Please specify C>

• . . • . • • . . . • . . • • • . • . • . • . . .••••..••.•

t• •
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Thank you for your co-operation.
Please use the following space if you would like to make any comments.

[S. 14]
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Appendix

c:

Original version of the questionnaire in Japanese
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